has accelerated
& Burbank, 2005;
2005; Holland, as cited
2006; Darling-Hammond, as cited in Noll, 2006;
2005; Imig & Imig, 2005; Ridley, Hurwitz, Hackett
2005; Sindelar, Daunic & Rennells, 2004). Added
the issue of teacher quality is that of projected teacher
shortages in the coming decade (Ingersall, as cited in
Kauchak et al., 2005; Sindelar et al, 2005). ~When considerthe political and workforce pressures, it is no surprise
that there is debate regarding the qualities teachers need to
possess in order to be effective teachers, as well as who is
responsible for ensuring that teachers gain those qualities.
This paper explores the issue of pre-service programs versus
district in-service programs as a means of preparing teachers to teach a diverse group of students how to read.

The critical shortage of reading specialists
makes it. imperative that classroom
teachers are prepared to teach reading to
all students, including struggling readers.
In the State of New Hampshire, certified reading
are on the Department of Education's critical shortage list (NH DOE, 2006). This shortage means
that any district hoping to hire certified reading specialists
as consultants and interventionists is likely to find itself
with open positions for the coming school year. The issue
compounded by the fact that many classroom teachers
are not prepared to teach reading using the most current
research (Allington, 2005; Spear-Swerling, Brucker &
2005; Hoffman, Roller, Maloch, Sailors,
&
2005). The critical shortage
makes it imperative that classroom teachers are prepared
teach reading to all
including struggling readers.
The teams hiring new classroom teachers and Title I readteachers have observed that novice teachers continue
from certification programs without being adnrF·n~rf'n to teach reading. At the "'""""'L•U
that is a critical
of the instruction teachers
students. That is where they learn to read.
As one who provides reading professional
to classroom teachers, it has become evident that many
classroom teachers teaching IU11u1e1,,..u
had little preparation in the teaching of reading
rent research-based
It has become the res:po ns1b1!of our "reading
team'' to learn the most recent
research, assimilate it into their own practice, and
it with teachers in workshops, book groups, demonstration
and individual
collaborations.

apply the
ing the school year. New and veteran staff are also
participate in additional trainings
the school
which provide more in
content and
in the
teaching of reading. The problem is that local resources can
become stretched beyond the
of being able to
foundational workshops to those who have exited programs
that didn't teach the foundations of reading instruction while
still advancing the skills of those who have
ed in the foundational workshops. VVith high
it is essential that a district continues to provide pn)tess1onal
development at all levels to sustain the recent 1mrm"mc•m,prn·c
in reading instruction. The need to
all levels of reading professional development will continue to be a !JH'~'""'"
if institutions of higher education continue to
teachers who do not have the knowledge and skills needed
to teach children to read (Allington,
2005). Not only will district resources be mr. rr·ovP•rl
students will not receive the high quality reading instruction
they deserve. Colleges and universities must attend to
µi~v ..ccau.vu of teachers such that districts can ensure successteachers in their classrooms.
offers three
0

Traditional college programs
courses in content and "'"'"'"''""'
amounts of field experience near the
This acknowledges the research that indicates that it is
critical for teachers to
both content

0

New

aration programs,
of Education

modern programs. One recommendation of the Learned
Report included integrating pedagogy into all content areas
so there is a clear and direct link between content and how
to teach it to a diverse group of learners. Learned and his
colleagues also posited that teacher preparation programs
should be focused solely on the content and practice of
teaching (Imig & Imig, 2005). This would do away with the
notion that a liberal arts education is more valuable than a
program that specializes in teaching.
According to Ridley et al. (2005), teachers prepared
in college-school partnerships, also known as professional
development schools, tend to be perceived by administrators as more prepared to enter the teaching profession than
traditionally trained teachers. They do not experience the
"culture shock'' (p. 47) that often occurs with new teachers, and they are more like second year teachers in their
focus on curricular and instructional issues rather than
management issues. Those trained in professional development schools also have the opportunity to apply the skills
and content they are learning as they progress through the
program. In studies of reading instruction by new teachers,
Hoffman et al. (2005) found that programs emphasizing
field-based and practicum experiences "seem to have the
most positive effects" (p. 269).
D istrict-based add-on teacher preparation programs
such as Teach for America and Troops to Teachers have
not resulted in the level of success for which many have
hoped (Darling- H ammond, as cited in Noll, 2006). These
programs provide provisional certification for people with
content area knowledge and use either short-term training
programs or district-based programs to teach them pedagogy. As Darling- Hammond notes in her essay, "measures
of pedagogical knowledge, including knowledge of teaching and learning, teaching methods, and curriculum, are
more frequently found to influence teaching performance
and often exert even stronger effects than subject-matter knowledge" (p. 388). Sindelar et al. (2004) also found
that teachers prepared in district add-on programs were
least prepared to provide instruction to a wide variety of
students. Implying that teaching is easily learned and that
duties are as important as pedagogy, Holland (as cited in
Noll, 2006) suggests that it is good practice to provisionally certify liberal arts majors "and then let the schools
assimilate them in the nitty-gritty of preparing lesson plans
and monitoring lunchrooms" (p. 386). The latter position
is clearly not acceptable if we are to provide high quality,
coherent learning experiences for our students.
W hile research is not clear regarding the value of traditional programs versus professional development schools,
it does provide some indication that district add-on programs may not adequately prepare teachers to provide high
quality instruction. As indicated above, many local districts also do not have the resources to provide a complete
teacher training program if novice teachers enter teaching
ill-prepared to teach, either as a result of limited pedagogical knowledge or limited content knowledge. It seems that
the responsibility for a solution to this dilemma rests with
both colleges and local school districts.

Colleges must continue to update their courses to provide the most current content methodology to pre-service
teachers. Doing so will allow new teachers to enter the field
more prepared to teach children to read, do math, write, and
explore other content area concepts. Meaningful field experiences in local schools continues to be necessary as well.
Additionally, professional development school initiatives
with local schools would provide school staff with access to
current research regarding content and pedagogy, increasing
the supervisory skills of those mentoring new teachers.
Local districts must take responsibility for continuing
the education of teachers once they complete certification
programs. This becomes manageable for most districts if they
are not siphoning off resources to provide initial training to
new teachers. D istricts can also support new teachers by providing mentors for the first two to three years of service. This
would allow new teachers to receive personalized support and
feedback before they begin to falter, thus ensuring that their
students receive the high quality instruction they deserve.
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